












The mechanism of increase of 
efficiency and quality of 

services in hotel business 

Administrative component 
- administrative potential; 

- control system level of development; 
 - principles, functions and methods of 

management; 
- instruments of management. 

Financial component
- financing sources; 
- budgeting; 
- tax policy; 
- insurance of risks. 

Resource component 
- material and technical 
resources; 
- technologies of service; 
- personnel; 
- reference base. 

Market component 
 
- price policy; 
- elasticity and determinants 
of demand; 
- competitiveness 
- quality of services 
- customer focus 

Estimated component 
- assessment of economic efficiency 
of services; 
- assessment of social efficiency of 
services; 
- assessment of innovative efficiency 
of services. 

Infrastructure 
component 
- information and 
communicative; 
- progressive 
innovative technologies 
of service. 



The main methods of management within increase of efficiency and quality of 
GU 

Financial and economic: 
- financial activity (crediting of innovations, loans), 
- business planning of new services and their 
standardization 
- pricing (taking into account a level of quality of 
hotel services), 
- assessment of a financial condition of means of 
placement (solvency, financial stability, 
diagnostics of risk of bankruptcy) 
- analysis of quality and profitability of services of 
means of placement 

 

Administrative  
(organizational and administrative): 
- distribution of powers and establishment of 
zones of responsibility 
- at each stage of business process 
- analysis of deviations: revision and 
updating of plans 
- formation of policy in the field of 
improvement of quality and efficiency of 
services 
- assessment of a control system of means of 
placement 
- coordination and communication 

Standard and legal: 
- Constitution of the Russian Federation Sr. 20, 30, 37, 41, 42, 
- The act of the Russian Federation "About consumer protection", 
- Federal Law "About Personal Information" (of 23.12.2010 N-of 359 Federal Laws), 
- Civil code of the Russian Federation, criminal code of the Russian Federation, 
- Labor code of the Russian Federation, tax code of the Russian Federation, 
- Rules of providing hotel services in the Russian Federation (of 25.04.1997 No. 490) 
- The provision on the state system of classification of hotels and other means of placement (of 
July 21, 2005 No. 86) 
- State standard specifications and SanPiNs regulating the organization of processes of service of 
tourists. 

Social and psychological: 
- ways of increase of self-discipline, responsibility, initiative of personnel of means of 
placement; 
- forms of quality moral incentive of results of work taking into account social type of the 
identity of each worker 
- ways of increase of efficiency of process of creation of new values for personnel and 
guests 

Satisfaction of consumers with quality of services 

Improvement of quality and efficiency of hotel services 

  
 



Economic: 
Increase in loading of a number of rooms, profit on 

sales of a complex of services  
 

Innovative: 
Ensuring innovative effect 

and improvement of quality, 
competitiveness of a complex 
of hotel services and degree 

of innovation 

Social: 
Increase of degree of 

satisfaction of guests and 
service personnel; increase 
of social quality of services 

Efficiency of a complex of services 
in GB 

 
 

 

Criteria   Indicators of efficiency and procedure of payments 

Economic 
efficiency 

Social efficiency 

Innovative 
efficiency 

 A share of insurance premiums in the total amount of expenses, Ustr = Zstr / With, 
where Zstr-of assignment on insurance premiums for the period; With - cost of hotel 
services for the period. 
 Coefficient of adequacy of management, Kam = (Shruk-Irzb)/4, where Iruk-an 
average assessment of the head of estimated category in a section of functions of 

Intensity of hotel service of Íþigo = Kgu/Chr, where Kgu-total of the rendered hotel 
services; Chr-number of the served guests for the period. 
Satisfaction of consumers with quality of hotel services of Ukgu = Op/Oot, where Op-
number of positive reviews of guests, Oot-chislo of negative responses from guests for 
the period. 

Revenue per 1 room-night, V1k/with = In / Kdf, where In - sales proceeds of hotel 
services; ??? / about the actual number of the room-night provided to guests for the 
period; 
Profit per 1 room-night, P1k/with = Ppr/Kfk/s, where Ppr-pribyl from sales of hotel 
services; ??? / about the actual number of the room-night provided to guests for the 
period; 

Coefficient of loading of a number of rooms of Kz = Nfk/s/Nmzh/s, where Nfk/s-the 
actual number of the room-night provided to guests for the period; Nmzh/s-capacity of 
hotel. 
 The average time of accommodation of the guest, days of tpp = Ps/Chr, where Ps-the 
capacity of hotel, Chr-number of the guests served in a year. 
Number of guests on one sold number, Chr ?? and = Chr/Npr, where Npr-number of 
the sold hotel accommodations. 
Quantity of turns of the hotel place in a year, About = Mn/tpr, where Mn-number of 

Profitability of services as a result of innovative activity, Rn= P/Zn, P-profit on sales 
of services for the period; Zn-costs of innovations for the period. 

Share of costs of innovations in the total amount of the expenses connected with 
rendering hotel services, Un= Zn / With where Zn-expenses on 

Profitability of assets of Ra = P/Asr, where P-net profit for the period; Asr-average 
annual cost of assets. 
Profitability of the fixed business assets, Rop/f = Ppr / (Ofsr + Ossr), where Ppr-
????????? sales of services for the period; Ofsr-average annual cost of fixed assets; 
Ossr-average annual cost of material current assets. 
rentabelnost administrative and managerial personnel, Rau = Ppr/Zaun, where Zaun-
administrativno-upravlenchesky expenses for the period. 

Indicators of 
efficiency of use 
of a number of 

Indicators of 
efficiency of 
hotel service 

Indicators of 
efficiency of use 
of resources of 

Indicators of 
social efficiency 
of hotel service 

 
Indicators of 

social orientation 
of means of 

Indicators of 
providing an 
innovative 

saturation of 

Efficiency 
indicators from 
introduction of 
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